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Abstract--Combustion waves are traditionally studied using high activation energy asymptotics. 
The structure of the combustion wave involves athin reaction zone which separates the initial reac- 
tants from the combustion product. All previous mathematical studies were focused on such com- 
bustion waves. However, even if the activation energy of the reaction is high, combustion waves 
exhibiting very different structures may exist. We develop a new asymptotic theory to describe x- 
perimentally observed combustion waves with wide reaction zones. They occur when the reaction 
rate is significantly reduced in the course of the reaction as the product is formed. 
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INTRODUCTION 
This paper is concerned with a study of combustion waves propagating through a condensed 
medium. In experiments, a sample consisting of a compacted finely ground powder mixture, 
which can react, liberating a large amount of heat, is ignited at one end. A high temperature 
thermal wave then propagates through the sample, converting initial reactants into combustion 
products. In many instances, the products of such combustion reactions are valuable materials 
needed in applications. This new and innovative method for the fabrication of advanced inorganic 
materials is referred to as combustion synthesis of materials [1]. 
Our specific subject of study is combustion synthesis waves involving wide reaction zones. A 
feature of the combustible mixtures employed is that, in many cases, some of the species involved 
in the reaction are refractory components hat do not melt in the course of reaction. Therefore, 
mixing of the initial components on a molecular level cannot occur, and the initial mixture is 
chemically heterogeneous. A physically realistic, though idealized, picture of such a heterogeneous 
medium is a collection of particles of a refractory component (say, A) of radius r, each surrounded 
by a homogeneous layer of the other reactant (B). This model is relevant in the cases when 
(i) B is initially in either the liquid or gaseous phase, or 
(ii) B melts due to the heat liberated by the reaction and spreads along the surface of the 
A particles, or 
(iii) the B particles are much smaller than the A particles, and the B particles cover the surface 
of the A particles. 
The reaction first occurs at the interface between A and B forming a layer of product P, which 
separates the initial reactants. Thus, in order for the reaction to continue, the initial reactants 
must diffuse through the layer of P, the width 1 of which increases as a result of the reaction [2]. 
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This diffusion process turns out to be the limiting stage of chemical conversion, and therefore, 
the reaction rate W depends on l as well as the temperature T of the medium. In the course 
of reaction, both T and l increase. The increase in T acts to speed up the reaction, while the 
increase in l slows the reaction down. The dependence of W on T is of the usual Arrhenius 
exponential form, while the dependence of W on 1 is determined by the mechanism of diffusion, 
and in some cases can be very strong, e.g., also exponential. In such cases, the competition 
between the two exponentials may result in wide reaction zones, i.e., the reaction occurs over a 
wide spatial region. 
Combustion waves with wide reaction zones are not a mere theoretical curiosity, since they 
often occur in combustion synthesis of materials, as seen in numerous experimental observations 
(see, e.g., [3]). However, theoretical studies performed thus far are either limited to numerical 
simulations of the problem or are based on physical considerations ( ee [4-7]) without the nec- 
essary mathematical nalysis. A systematic mathematical nalysis of the problem is the subject 
of our paper. Combustion waves with thin reaction zones are usually studied by well-developed 
methods based on the presence of different spatial scales in the wave structure, e.g., by matched 
asymptotic expansions when the thin reaction zone is replaced by a flame sheet. Combustion 
waves with wide reaction zones studied in this paper have a different structure and new methods 
must be used. In a certain sense, they represent the opposite limiting case when the reaction 
occurs over a significant portion of the wave. 
MATHEMATICAL  MODEL 
Consider the process of propagation of the combustion wave through the heterogeneous reactive 
medium described above. The simplest mathematical description of the process involves heat 
and mass balance equations which are written in the moving coordinate system attached to the 
combustion wave 
aT  'l - vT  I + qW(~,  T )  = O, 
v~ ~ - W(~,  T )  = O, 
(1) 
(2) 
subject to the boundary conditions 
x = -oo  : T = To, 7=0,  x = ~ : T '  = O. (3) 
Here, T is the temperature, To is the initial temperature of the sample, ~? = l / r  is the depth of 
conversion of the refractory component, a is the thermal diffusivity, v is the propagation speed 
that must be determined in the course of solution of the problem, q = Q/c ,  where Q is the heat 
release in the reaction and c is the heat capacity of the mixture, and prime denotes differentiation 
with respect o the spatial variable x. The reaction rate is given by 
W(~, T) = ¢(~)k(T), 
{k0exp/ /0 exp -m '0 1, 
where k0 is the pre-exponential f ctor, R is the gas constant, E is the activation energy, and m is 
a parameter which is sufficiently large. This is a mathematical representation f the fact that the 
reaction can be significantly slowed down as the product layer expands. Analysis of experimental 
results shows that m can be as large as 50. The temperature Tc below which the reaction rate is 
set to zero is introduced to overcome the so-called "cold boundary difficulty" [8]. 
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We use the following nondimensional variables and parameters: 
(T  - ) 8o - (To - T,)  Ob = (Tb -- T,)  8c (To - T,) 8 
q q q q 
x x ,u  r-.:-. RT2, q 
= - - ,  v = - -  x ,  = V ~ , ,  7 = - -  ~f = - -  
z .  t .  ' (Eq) ' T.  ' 
where Tb is the thermodynamic burning temperature Tb = To + q. We use the reference temper- 
ature T. and the temporal scale t. determined, respectively, by the equations 
7m = 1, t-~ 1 = mk(T . )  exp [ -m (1 - 8b)]. 
The nondimensional equations and boundary conditions take the form 
d28 dO 
d~ 2 u~+¢(~,8)=0,  (4) 
u-~- ¢(~,0)=0, (s) 
~=-c¢:8=8o, 7=0, ~=c~:8 '=0,  (6) 
where 
8 
0, 
Problems (4)-(6) have the first integral 
if ~ < 1 and 8 > 8c, 
i f~>lor80<8<Sc.  
d8 
~= = u(e  - 8o - 7 ) .  (7)  qa 
Using (7) and introducing p(8) = 1/u ~,  we reduce (4)-(6) to a single phase plane equation for p 
dp 1 exP i re (p_  5_.02_ "~] 
Pd'o-P+u2-- - 'm l+58} J  =0,  (8c <8<8b) ,  (8) 
dp 
p-~ - p = O, (80 <8<8c) ,  (9) 
with the boundary conditions 
p(80)=P(Sb)=O.  (10) 
Solving (9) and using (10), we obtain the boundary conditions for the solution of (8) 
p(Sc) = 8c - 80, p(Sb) = 0. (11) 
ANALYSIS 
In order to determine the qualitative behavior of the solution to (8),(11) for m >> 1, consider 
the curve 
682 
p=f (0) -  1+58 
in the phase plane (8,p). If the solution p(8) lies at an O(1) distance below this curve, then the 
last term in (8) is exponentially small and the equation at the leading order in an expansion in m 
reduces to 
dp p-~ -p=O. 
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This is the case in the vicinity of the boundary point (8c, 8c - 80), so that the solution there is 
given by p(8) = 8 - 80. This solution can be continued to larger values of 8, and it is valid until 
it gets close to the curve p = f(8), i.e., the distance between the solution and the curve becomes 
oil  ) as m -* co. As soon as the solution gets asymptotically close to the curve, it is trapped in 
a neighborhood of p = f(8) and must go along the curve until p(8) is close to zero. To see this, 
we rewrite (8) in the form 
d--8 -~- -5~exp m p 1+68] ]  =0,  
and observe that if the solution tries to escape into the region above the curve, dd~e would become 
an exponentially large negative quantity, so that the solution would return to a neighborhood 
of the curve. The same argument applies to the case when the solution tries to escape into the 
region below the curve. 
Thus, the structure of the combustion wave in the limit m --* co involves three regions: Region 1 
(80 < 8 < 8.) in which the leading-order term of the solution is P10(8)  ---- 8 -- 80, Region 2 
(8. < 8 < 0) with the leading term P20(8) : 582/(1 + 68), and Region 3 where the leading term 
is P30(8) = 0. Here, (8. ,p.)  is defined as the point of intersection of the leading-order solutions 
in Regions 1 and 2, i.e., 
p ,=8, -8o= 68"2 
1 + 68, " 
We remark that the leading-order solution does not determine the propagation speed u. In order 
to find u, we must consider the boundaries between Regions 1 and 2, and Regions 2 and 3, 
and match the lowest-order derivative of the leading-order solution that is not continuous at the 
boundary. 
First, consider the boundary between Regions 1 and 2. The leading-order solution is continuous 
at 8 = 8., but the first derivative is not. To match the first derivative at 8 = 8~, we consider the 
inner layer between Regions 1 and 2 by introducing the stretched variables as 
p(8) = p. + mql(T) + q2(r) + ' ' ' ,  
to obtain for the leading-order inner solution ql iT) 
dql 1 
dr 1 + ~ exp (ql + At) -- O, 
The solution of i12) is given by 
= m(8  - 8 , ) ,  
1 
A = (1 + 68.) 2 1. (12) 
ql(r) = In (A + 1)cu2mp, e r
1 -[- ce r(A+l) ' 
where c is a constant. We see that ql(v) ~ T as r ~ --co, so that it matches the derivative 
of the leading-term outer solution as 8 -~ 82, and ql(r) ~ -AT  as r --* co, so that it matches 
the derivative of the leading-term outer solution as 8 ~ 8 +. Thus, the first derivative of plo(8) 
and P20i 8) can be matched across the boundary between Regions 1 and 2 for any value of u. 
We now look at the boundary between Regions 2 and 3. Both the leading-order solution and 
its derivative are continuous at 8 = 0. The second-order derivative, however, is not continuous. 
To match the second-order derivative of the solution in Regions 2 and 3 at 8 -- 0, we consider 
next-order terms in these regions. 
First consider Region 2. Substituting 
p(8) = p20(8) q- 11521(m, 8) 
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into (8), we obtain 
d8 \ 1 + 58 + /52: (1 + 58) 3 (1 -~- 58) 2p21 "~- e p` '  = 0. (13) 
If 8 is of order 1, then 1521 (m, 8) = Inm + t521 (8) + o(1) and an equation for/521 is obtained by 
balancing the second, and fourth terms in (13). If 8 is of order 1/v/-~, then the equation for the 
leading-order term in the expansion of/521 is obtained by balancing the second, third, and fourth 
terms in (13). Thus, the leading term P21 of the expansion of p; which is valid for 0 both (9(1) 
and O(1/v/'m ) is found by balancing the second, third, and fourth terms in (13) as 
582m 1 -2, 
U2 eP = (1 + (~8) 3 P21 + - -  0. (14) 
Now consider Region 3 and set p(8) = (1/m)/531(m, 8). If 8 is of O(1), then/531 is exponentially 
small so that the leading-order term of the expansion of 1531 in this region is obtained by balancing 
the second and third terms in (8) with p replaced by zero in the exponent. If 8 is O(1/v/~) ,  then 
we set 
/531 =/531(m,T),  T = V~8,  
and observe that again the second and third terms in (8) provide the balance for the leading-order 
term of the expansion of/531. Thus, the leading-order term P31 in Region 3, valid for 8 both O(1) 
and O(1 /v~) ,  satisfies the equation 
-P3 :+~exp 3: 1+58J  =0" (15) 
We observe that if u 2 -- e, the solutions in Regions 2 and 3 determined by (14) and (15), 
respectively, match at 8 = 0, together with their first derivatives. Indeed, analyzing equations (14) 
and (15) for 18[ << 1, we find 
P21"~1-8~,  (0 _< -8  <<1), P31"~1-8~,  (0<8<<1) .  
It can be also shown that if u 2 ~ e, the solutions in Regions 2 and 3 determined by (14) and (15) 
have different limits as 8 ~ 0, and there is no inner layer about 8 = 0 which allows for matching 
these solutions. Thus, the propagation speed must satisfy u 2 = e. 
DISCUSSION 
The model (1)-(3) describes the propagation of combustion waves with both wide and nar- 
row reaction zones depending on the particular type of kinetic function ¢(77) employed. If the 
dependence of the chemical reaction rate on the depth of conversion is weak, e.g., ¢(~) -- 1 - ~? 
or ¢(77) = exp(-m~) with m sufficiently small, then the combustion wave has a narrow reaction 
zone. The dimensional propagation speed in this case is determined by 
v 2 = ~aR~--~qk(Tb), o - '  
and the wave has the well-known simple structure: there is a narrow reaction zone which occurs 
at temperatures close to the maximum temperature in the wave, and which separates the initial 
reactants from the combustion product. All previous mathematical studies were concerned with 
this wave structure (see, e.g., [8,9]). In this paper, we have developed a mathematical theory 
of combustion waves with wide reaction zones, which have a markedly different structure and 
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a very different formula for the propagation speed. The dimensional propagation speed v that 
corresponds to u 2 -- e is given by 
v 2=~mkoexp 1-2~Rq]  + q 
and the structure of the combustion wave is more complicated. The maximum of the reaction 
rate shifts to temperatures that  may be well below the maximum temperature. The region where 
the reaction rate is appreciable (Region 2) is no longer narrow, it is of the order of the preheat 
region (Region 1) located ahead of it. The depth of conversion achieved in Region 2 may be well 
below unity. Behind Region 2, the species continue to slowly react over a long spatial region 
(Region 3), where the reaction comes to completion. 
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